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INTRODUCTION 
 
This paper forms the third in a series prepared to assist candidates undertaking training and 
instruction in the Drill and Dress Syllabus of the Australian Pipe Band College and specifically the 
Advanced examination. 
 
Candidates for the Advanced examination are required to have demonstrated great proficiency and 
understanding in all aspects of the functions of a band, duties and responsibilities of a drum major as 
they relate to Drill and Dress, presentation and performance and achieving to a high standard in 
their role. 
 
The Advanced certificate requires demonstration of abilities both in the role of a band drum major 
and also in the broader areas of pipe band performance, including massed bands and other 
occasions. They may also have demonstrated proficiency as a solo flourish drum major. 
 
In this paper, we discuss and explore the path to proficiency for both the drum major and their band. 
The journey begins well before performance day and along the way challenges that require a prompt 
and diligent approach by the drum major in achieving high standards of presentation of the entire 
band.  
 
It is important to remember that in the band context, the drum major is both a soloist and a team 
member – the solo aspect is best defined by words of command and flair with the mace, the team 
aspect can be observed as all members of the band presenting themselves with the same level of 
deportment and not “standing out like a sore thumb” with accentuated posture and precision when 
the band behind adopts a lesser standard. 
 
The drum major sets a standard for dress and deportment that the band should strive to emulate 
through instruction, education and application. Much can be achieved within the normal practice 
and rehearsal structures of a band and built on during a designated time drill. 
 
As has been articulated in resource papers for earlier levels of College examination, the performance 
of the drum major is inextricably link to the music of the band. The drum major must be musical and 
connect to the music in words of command, foot and mace movements and in developing 
performance presentations.  
 
Preparation for the Advanced certificate requires a greatly enlarged knowledge of all aspects of Drill 
and Dress as it relates to a pipe band, refinement and expansion of the basics to a level that benefits 
their band and other bands, becoming a problem solver not a problem maker. 
 
The Advanced certificate examination, like Elementary and Intermediate, contains sections on 
theory and practical, written and oral. To achieve competency at this level, candidates must be able 
to articulate responses in all forms. 
 
 
  



THE UNIFORM 

 
The uniform is the emblem of your band – a badge of pride and honour. 

It should always be seen as that by others and treated as that by the members 
 
 

When a player wears the uniform, they are donning clothing worth at least $1500 for a Number 2-
style uniform and several thousand dollars for a Number 1. Significant time and funds are applied by 
bands to outfitting of players and the expectation is that the life of a uniform is at least 10 years, and 
greatly longer for the kilt. 
 
The uniform is not a football jumper or daily item of apparel to be left crumpled on the back seat of 
a car or the bedroom floor after wearing but to be properly cared for, stored and maintained. A 
challenge for the drum major that can initially be met with a few easy proactive measures on issuing 
the uniform: 
 

• Prepare a dress guide to issue to new players (and re-issue annually to all) 

• As each item of uniform is issued, explain how it is to be stored, maintained and worn 

• Timely reminders at rehearsals on uniform matters before a performance 
 

Resource guide: RSPBA Drill and Dress manual 
https://www.rspba.org/documents/DM_Manual.pdf 

 
Items of uniform and their correct wear were covered in the Elementary and Intermediate resource 
papers. Here, we drill down on dealing with wear and tear. 
 

• Glengarry 
Incorrect placement often sees glengarries worn like a baseball cap – too high on the 
forehead and at irregular angles. 
 
The glengarry should be placed on head from the front, the centre crease in line with the 
nose, no more than two fingers above eyebrows, either worn straight or slightly tiled to 
right. But the band must be all the same. 
 
When not in use, the glengarry should not be stuffed in the back of the kilt, this only 
damages the shape of the headwear. There is only one place for the glengarry when on 
parade – the head! 
 
When not on parade, the glengarry should be properly stored in a suitable bag (certainly not 
left on the back shelf of a car where the sun will face a field day extracting colour from it). 
The glen tails should be firmly placed inside the glengarry to minimize creasing. 
 
Prior to a performance, players should be requested to iron glen tails and press creases in 
the glen itself to ensure shape is maintained. Remember that a towel should be placed 
between iron and glen, tails quickly disintegrate when intense heat is applied. 
 
Rosette and tail ends can and do fray. Always have a pair of small scissors handy to cut off 
loose ends and for tail frays, cut a new line and seal with clear nail polish. 
 
Ensure the badge is nicely centred. 

https://www.rspba.org/documents/DM_Manual.pdf


• Shirts and ties 
Cleaned and pressed shirts, even though only collars and sleeves are seen in the age of 
vests, are key to presenting a polished look. 
 
Shirt buttons are to be done up – no open top button or loose fitting ties 
 
It has become a practice in some bands to not adopt a uniform wearing of the shirt by 
members of the drum corps. Long-sleeve shirts are felt to be restrictive to the musical 
expression demanded in modern drum scores and some, but not all, players roll up sleeves. 
If this is the case in your band, there must be uniformity for all members of the corps. 
 
And if a button pops on the day of performance, safety pins are a handy resource for 
temporary mend. 

 

• Vests and jackets 
Completing the upper part of the uniform, the vest should be free of creases and marks that 
indicate it has been on the back seat of the car since the last performance, has kept the cat 
at home warm at night, enjoyed eggs for breakfast or a refreshing ice-cream. 
 
The vest strap should be properly adjusted to create a firm fit and not not left undone. 
 
Vest buttons should be reinforced at time of purchase or issue by sewing with fishing line to 
provide additional strength. 
 
And if a button pops on the day of performance, safety pins are a handy resource for 
temporary mend. 

 
The design of modern tenor drum slings may necessitate the need for those players to leave 
the button vest button open. If that is the case, there should be uniformity. 
 
Ill-fitting vests (showing of shirt etc) should be rectified. It diminishes crispness of the 
uniform to have a tall player issued with a stout-size vest. 

 

• Kilts 
While the uniform is the emblem of the band, the kilt is the defining badge – the tartan by 
which a band is identified when on parade. 
 
The kilt should be worn so that it cuts through the centre of kneecap – not sitting atop the 
knee or heading fast to the ankle. A tendency in recent years has been not to show skin 
and this will be further addressed in the section on hose tops. 
 
Younger, growing players in a band regularly present challenges for achieving consistent kilt 
lengths in a band. The advent of vests has allowed flexibility of several centimetres in kilt 
placement while braces are a further option. 
 
Technically, a waist belt should not be worn in conjunction with a vest. However, should a 
band register that as part of the uniform, precedent has been established to accept such 
wearing. 
 
Buckle straps should not be left hanging and dangling. Either adjust the length or do a tuck 
bag. 



 
Where kilt pins are worn (again they must be by all players), the placement is to be 
consistent. 
 

• Sporran 
Sporrans are not handbags or briefcases to be crammed with every item imaginable – they 
will lose shape and be a challenge to close, making the player and therefore the band look 
untidy. A few essential items only! 
 
The distance from button vest button to top of sporran should be the breadth of your 
hand. The sporran chain/belt should be in the one direction and place in the keeper. 
 
Invariably, bands have inconsistent sporran chain direction. My preference is for the chain 
belt to move clockwise, ie, the same as the kilt. 
 
Drummers provide additional challenges for placement of sporran and there have been 
examples in recent years of the visual presentation of a tsunami effect by the rear rank 
(snares). Drummers should wear the sporran firmly sitting on the rump, not dangling down 
at the knews. 
 
 

• Hose and flashes 
A major challenge for the drum major in achieving uniformity and smartness in the band – 
probably THE challenge 
 
As reference in the section on wearing the kilt, it is important that there is no blending from 
bottom of kilt to top of hose. This can be avoided with simple instruction and attention to 
detail before a performance. 
 
The measurement of the four fingers on a person’s hand is pretty consistent – unless the 
player has been a champion AFL ruckman for Richmond! 
 
From the knee joint, the top of the hose should be three fingers from the protruding bone 
on side of leg. The rollover of the hose is then another four fingers. As with drill we work 
in counts of four, so too can it be applied to this aspect of dress. 
 
Placement of flashes is another area where regularity can suffer. The flashes should not be 
hidden but form part of the initial visual impression of the band arriving for performance – 
the placement is “off the bone”, not to the side or other variation.  
 
The length of flash from below the rollover should also be consistent. Many bands are now 
wearing the Guards style flash that has three seams – it is logical that the bottom of the 
rollover sits on the top seam. 

 

• Shoes and laces 
Nugget and liquid applicant are wonderful inventions and readily available at all good 
supermarkets. Players should be encouraged to invest in the items for use before every 
performance. 
 
A tell-tale sign that application of nugget has been absent is in the welts of ghillie brogues – 
welts are a greedy receptacle. 



 
Everyone has a different idea when it comes to tying laces. The object of dress is 
uniformity and in this regard, the RSPBA manual provides a fine example to emulate for 
your band. 
 
Laces should not be too high – the further up the leg crossovers are done, the greater risk of 
slipping. Just above the ankle (the thinnest part of the leg) is the optimum position. 

 

• Pipe bag covers and cords 
Adornments to the instrument, pipe bag covers and cords add colour and are an often an 
additional form of identification for a bag. 
 
It is important to ensure that the rear of bag covers is closed and that pipe cords are tied to 
a consistent length. 
 
Covers and cords can also fray. Always check … and have that pair of scissors handy. Checks 
on these items can be made at any rehearsal and it is best to have one person do all the pipe 
cords to achieve that consistency. 

 
 
Diligence and vigilance are essential to achieving high standards in wearing the uniform – from the 
time of issue, to the rehearsal and immediately before performance step-off. 
 
The drum major must be ready and prepared for any uniform malfunction by have their emergency 
kit.  
 
What should be in that kit? Apart from kilt, jacket, vest and sporran – everything. Spare buttons, 
spare tie, spare glens, spare hose, spare sporran chains, spare flashes, space laces, scissors, safety 
pins and even some bulldog clips to cover malfunctions and the item of uniform left behind on the 
bed. 
 
 
SPOT THE INCORRECT WEARING OF UNIFORM 

 
 

 
 

 
 



MUSICAL CO-ORDINATION 
 
Everything the drum major does is connected to and affects the music. The voice commands must be 
in the cadence of the tempo required/set by the pipe major. 
 
All mace commands and drill movements should also coincide with the music, its changes at each 
part or tune and of course change of tune tempo. 
 
The linking of all actions with music will result in the presentation of a fine performance both 
musically and visually. 
 
Therefore, it is vital for the drum major at Advanced level to have an extremely good understanding 
of pipe band music and specifically the music performed by their band. A drum major does not wait 
for the pipe major to “give the nod” or the diligent bass drummer to give the double beats as this 
gives the appearance of the drum major being a reactionary. 
 
Primarily our music is in 2/4, 4/4 and 6/8 time comprises 16 beats of music (repeated) per part – 
again that divisible by four equation. Music in 3/4 comprises eight bars each of three beats 
(repeated) – again divisible by 4 – and should be understood as to when the double beats are 
required. 
 
During practical presentation of this paper, considerable time will be devoted to understanding and 
linking music. The drum major is not to be just a pretty face in front of the band but rather one with 
and knowledge of music. 
 
 
 

 
 



PRESENTATION AND FORMATS 
 
Pipe bands while still preferring the circle format in competition, adopt a variety of concert 
formations for performances both indoors and outdoors. 
 
The drum major at Advanced level is expected to be able to develop such concert formations in 
consultation with the pipe major for use on those occasions, moving from traditional band formation 
into concert and reforming, stage entry, retirement and etiquette and the linking of music with 
movement. 
 
Again, much of this can be instructed and practised within the normal rehearsal routine of a band. 
 

THE MARCH-OFF 
 
The march-off used in Victorian competitions is a contemporary and greatly redacted equivalent of 
the quickstep – a diagram march format still used in both original and limited format in several 
states. 
 
The march-off requires band and drum major to demonstrate co-ordination in executing some 
core skills in marching, namely a reform, step-off, countermarch and wheel. To best achieve that 
proficiency, the movements should fit with the music. 
 
Using the four-count principal we articulate in approach to dress and other aspects of drill, each of 
these elements of the march-off are achievable by every band. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



• Reform 
When to move? Who moves? Where to move? 
 
Players should move together, irrespective of whether new position is a change of direction 
(front rank turning round) or pipers moving from the circle to an inner file position or 
drummers reforming their ranks.  The two three-pace rolls allow for the reform and check of 
positions in eight beats of music. 
 
Players should march to position – not crabwalk, bobbywalk or other fudged form of 
movement that will be further addressed in the section on deportment. 
 
Formation: The march-off requires a marching formation with flanks complete (ie, tenors 
and snares not filling inner files).  
 
 
For example, a band marching five files wide but with six snares would form as follows 
 
 
X X X 
X X X 
 
The days of a winger (pipe major out on own) have mostly disappeared. It may still be 
acceptable in a street march performance, but in a “quickstep style” march-off the flanks 
complete. 
 
Winger file and crunch snare rank can and will create challenges in the countermarch and 
wheel. 
 

 

• The step-off 
It’s an instant green light – not amber. All players and drum major step off together, not like 
cars at traffic lights, with a full committed pace. 
 
Using the tune, in this case, commencement of tune, to step off should remove any 
confusion and uncertainty. 
 
The step-off should be measured, not rushed or frenetic or irregular as immediately the 
dressing and covering is compromised. 
 
The march-off rule states that the band shall advance. Some bands attempt to advance four 
paces, others choose eight.  Both have advantages but if the shorter distance, the band may 
not always be settled before entering into the counter-march and the level of uncertainty 
increases. 
 
Be measured and sure in the step off. 

 

• The countermarch 
Turn on the same spot! And turn together! 
 
Again, being measured and sure is vital to completing this aspect of the march-off in a 
steady manner. 



Most bands perform the standard front-to-rear while some have presented well-prepared 
counter-marches that link movement with music. 
 
During the verbal presentation of this document, we will advance discussion on options for 
countermarch and variations that may work in executing a refined presentation. 

 

• The wheel 
The requirement of the march-off wheel – left or right – is a gate wheel 
 
In training your band for the gate wheel there are several key that require attention. 
 
- The point to commence wheel is when front rank arrives at the line and followed 

through as each rank progressively arrives at that point 
- The intervals between ranks on outer file should be maintained at two paces (three 

between last rank pipers and mid-section), inner file reduces to one pace. 
- Length of pace reduced for each file as move inwards 
- Walk in the footsteps of the person in front – do not anticipate or crabwalk into the 

wheel. 
 
As a drum major, it is vital you provide the wheel point start and finish that does not take the band 
into a skewed formation. 
 
Intervals, dressing and covering are central to achieving a good marching performance. Again, the 
drum major is not a soloist and as the pipe major sets the tempo, the drum major gives voice 
commands in that tempo and provides a length of pace for all members of the band. Consideration 
will to be given to bands with young players – our future to be included and encouraged. 
 
 
 

THE DISPLAY & MASSED BANDS 
 
While the parameters and requirements of a display march within the competition format was 
explored in the Intermediate course, a drum major at Advanced level is expected to be able to plan a 
pipe band display whether for competition or performance indoors or outdoors. 
 
Key factors to guide the drum major in developing a display for any format are: 
 

• The performance area 

• The time available 

• Variety in movement 
 
Music is selected in conjunction with the pipe major and the Advanced level drum major is expected 
to develop a presentation that combines musical and visual entertainment. 
 
It is worth noting that aspects of march-off and display are equally relevant in planning a massed 
band presentation. In recent times in Victoria we have moved assembly to shaded areas where 
possible that has necessitated wheels to arrive at the presentation area. Competency of our drum 
majors and bands in the basic marching evolutions is relevant across all aspects of our performance. 
 
 



DEPORTMENT 
 

There is no money on the ground … I have already been along the course and collected it 
 
Wearing the uniform well and standing proud show a band that is proficient in music, performance 
and presentation. 
 
Deportment is more than moving to music. It is about holding the instrument correctly (besides it 
aids the musical output), having the upper body erect and head looking straight ahead and the lower 
body with such control as to be fluent in movement. When not playing, the holding of instrument 
correctly and swing of the free arm enhances the initial visual perception as does marking time. 
 

• Free arm swing – move to chest height  

• Marking time – don’t shuffle or cow-kick – a reasonable height of 5cm across the band 
(including drum major) 

• Body movement – crab-walking to position looks and is lazy and undisciplined, bobbywalking 
(bouncing up and down) gives the appearance of the body not controlled and affects overall 
deportment 

 
The instruments 
 

• When not being played, and pipes tucked under arm, the bass drone should be parallel to 
the ground 

• Drummers should hold sticks in the same position and swing arms too 

• When preparing band for “ready” have an established stick drill for drummers and hand drill 
for pipers. 

 
Deportment and co-ordination are partners in linking music and performance. 
 
 

THE MACE 
 

It’s not a broomstick to wave around … have the balance right between control and fluency 
 
The drum major at Advanced level is expected to be in control of their instrument – the mace – that 
assists the musical performance of the band and is pivotal in leading through evolutions whether a 
wheel, countermarch or something more intricate. 
 
Use of the mace for signals falls into two categories – precautionary (it’s about to happen) and 
executive (do it now). There is no room for hesitation or uncertainty as any delays or floppiness will 
permeate through the band and lead to a disastrous evolution. 
 
Timing of all mace commands should be in sync with the music. Yes, there will always be practical 
exceptions, but the rule remains that the drum major and the mace are there to assist the band not 
hinder it. 
 
At other times, the drum major assumes a more soloist place in the band but, as mentioned earlier, 
must not seek to stand out with deportment. The carry, swing, swagger and other forms of flourish 
are to be well executed by a drum major at Advanced level and again, in sync with the music. 
 



THE VOICE 
 

Count … count … count – and match music 
 
As with the mace, the drum major at Advanced level is expected to be in control of their vocal 
instrument – the mace – that assists the musical performance of the band and is pivotal in leading 
through evolutions whether a wheel, countermarch or something more intricate. 
 
The cadence of commands both precautionary and executive must be in sync with the required 
tempo, the executive command being given firmly and crisply. 
 

AFTER ADVANCEMENT 

 
Upon successful completion of the Advanced certificate examination, a drum major may consider 
further training towards becoming an adjudicator of Drill and Dress with Pipe Bands Australia. 
 
An Advanced level drum major is expected to have a proficient understanding of the role and 
responsibilities of an adjudicator and the ability to interpret adjudication sheets provided to assist 
their bands in further improvement. 
 
 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 

 
 
PBA Drill and Dress Manual 
 
http://media.wix.com/ugd/ceedf8_91cb8952a0f0469c92990f6a273b2374.pdf 
 
PBA Advanced syllabus 
 
http://media.wix.com/ugd/ceedf8_91cb8952a0f0469c92990f6a273b2374.pdf 
 
PBA Contest Regulations 
 
http://media.wix.com/ugd/b8d147_75f49e4343054e7dba5bcebdc8975bb6.pdf 
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